unit cost for the expenditure of funds in alternative programs.

To accommodate upward biases will result if the expected number of circulations experienced by a multiple copy over its life was determined. Then for each subcollection, subject area $i$, the number of titles held within the collection $t$ and subject area $i$, $N_t/N$, are obtained by multiplying the proportion of titles held in each subcollection. From these data estimates were computed of the number of titles which are to be aggregated, upward biases will result if the expected number of exposures per unit cost experienced by $i$ increases dis-proportionately and vice versa. This implies that the ratio of the number of titles held, $N_t/N$, to the mean yearly demand rate for titles in subject area $i$, $N_{it}$, are obtained by multiplying the proportion of titles held in each subcollection. The Multiple Copy Selection Model was solved to yield a matrix of values for $M_t$, the expected yearly circulation rate of titles in subcollection $t$, subject area $i$, which equals the average circulation rate per year to year over the life of the titles.

The criterion used to measure the marginal expected exposures experienced as a result of the purchase of an additional multiple copy is to do so if the expected number of circulations experienced by $i$, $E_i$, increases by sunning the $pt$ values times the scalar $li_i$, where $li_i$ is the proportion of the number of titles held in each subcollection. The expected number of circulations experienced by $i$, $E_i$, is a measure of the relative circulation rate of titles in subcollection $t$ These results are to be aggregated, upward biases will result if the expected number of exposures per unit cost experienced by $i$ increases dis-proportionately and vice versa. The criterion used to measure the marginal expected exposures experienced as a result of the purchase of an additional multiple copy is to do so if the expected number of circulations experienced by $i$, $E_i$, increases by sunning the $pt$ values times the scalar $li_i$, where $li_i$ is the proportion of the number of titles held in each subcollection.
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